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Clutters and Atomistic Lattices 
PAUL VADERLIND 
A theorem of Birkhoff which states that there is a bijection between the class of all geometric 
lattices and the class of all simple matroids is generalized here to larger classes of atomistic lattices 
and clutters. 
All lattices considered here are assumed to be finite. For any lattice L i and 0will 
stand for the universal upper and lower bound of L. Elements of L which cover 0will 
be called atoms and elements which are covered by i will be called coatoms. A lattice is 
atomistic if every one of its elements, except 0, is a join of atoms. L is semimodular if, 
for every pair a1 , a2 E L, a1 and a2 cover a1 " a2 implies a1 v a2 cover a1 and a2 • A lattice 
is geometric if it is both atomistic and semimodular. 
The clutter terminology used here is from [3] and we assume that the results stated 
there are known to the reader. In a way this paper is a continuation of [3]. 
We refer to [1] and [2] for more details about lattices and matroids. 
As in [3] we use here the notation A-a and Au a instead of A-{a} and Au{a}. 
There is a well-known theorem of G. Birkhoff (see [2], p. 54) which connects the notion 
of geometric lattices and (simple) matroids: 
THEOREM. The correspondence between a geometric lattice Land the matroid M(L) on 
the set of atoms of L is a bijection between the set offinite geometric lattices and the set of 
simple matroids. 
In this paper we study similar relations between larger classes of atomistic lattices and 
clutters. 
1. SEMIGEOMETRIC LATTICES 
For a (finite) atomistic lattice Land for every element a E L let A(a) be the set of all 
atoms x of L for which x,;; a. A subset I= {a 1 , ••• , ak} ~ A(l) is called independent in 
L if there is a permutation 1r of {1, 2, ... , k} such that 
(a1r(l) v a'7T<2l v · · · v a1r(i))" a1r(i+!) = 0fori= 1, ... , k -1. 
I is strongly independent if ( *) is valid for every permutation 1r. 
It is obvious that a subset of an independent (strongly independent) set is again 
independent (strongly independent). Let B(L) be the family of all strongly independent 
subsets A of the set of atoms of L for which VaEA a= i. Then we notice 
LEMMA 1.1. A={e1 , ••• , ej}E B(L) if and only if A is a minimal subset of atoms of 
L such that V;~ 1 e; = i. 
A PROOF. (~): Iffor some subset A's; A VaEA' a= i then, forb E A- A', (V aEA' a)" b :¢ 
0; a contradiction. 
({=::): If there is a permutation 1r of {1, ... ,j} and a number m, 1,;; m <j, such that 
(e1r(l) v · · · v e1r(m)) A e1r(m+I) :¢0 then i = V~~~ e; = V{e;: i E {1, ... ,j} -1r(m +1)}; a 
contradiction. 
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For every a E L let G(a) be the family of all maximal independent sets of atoms in 
the interval [0, a]. It is not difficult to see that for all a E L- 0, G(a) is non-empty and 
for each BE G(a), VbeB b =a. 
FouR ExAMPLEs: 
1. 2. 
G(l) = {{1, 2, 3}} G(l) = {{1, 2}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}} 
3. 4. 
G(l) = {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}} G(l) = {{1, 2}, {1, 3, 4}, {1, 4, 5}, 
{2,3,4},{2,4,5},{3,4,5}} 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The following conditions are equivalent for every atomistic lattice L: 
(a) For every I c:; A(l) I is independent in L if and only if I is strongly independent in L. 
(b) If I c:; A(l) is independent then, for every a E I, there is a coatom bEL such that 
veel-a c,-;;; b but a~ b. 
(c) Let a E L. If B c:; A(a) and VeeB e =a then, for every atom c E A(a)- B, there is an 
independent subset C of B such that C u c is not independent. 
(d) L is a geometric lattice. 
PROOF. (d)=>(a): It is a well-known fact from the theory of semimodular lattices that 
the relation ( *) does not depend on the order of elements. 
(a)=>(b): If I is independent then I c:; I' for some I' E G(l). But I' is strongly indepen­
dent, hence, for b' = vcEI'-a c we have b' /\a= 0. Thus b' < i. Moreover b' v a= i' hence, 
for every coatom b;;;. b', we have a~ b. 
(b)=>(c): Let C be a maximal independent subset of B. Then we must have Vdec d =a. 
If, for some c E A(_a)- B, C u c is independent then there is a co atom b such that 
VdEC d ,-;;; b but c~ b. A contradiction since c,-;;; a= VdEc d. 
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(c)~(d): It is sufficient to show that L must be semimodular. Let a and b cover a A b 
and suppose a< x <a v b. We will need now the following, rather obvious observation: 
in every atomistic lattice if p covers q, I~ A(q) is independent and if VeEI c = q then 
there is an atom c' E A( p) such that I'= I u c' is an independent subset of A( p) and 
VeEl' c =p. We may assume that a A b = VeEio c, where 10 ~ A(i) is independent. Hence 
there are two atoms a' and b' such that 11 = 10 u a' and 12 = 10 u b' are independent and 
veEft C =a, veEI
2 
C =b. It follOWS that a V b = veEJo C V (a' V b') and /3 =loU {a', b'} is 
independent. On the other hand x =a v c' for some atom c', 14 = 11 u c' is independent 
and VeEl c = x. But c' E A(a v b)- 13 , thus 13 u c' is not independent. 13 u c' = 14 u b', thus 4 A(V eEl• c) A b' "# 0, i.e. b' ~ (V eEio c) v a' v c' =a v c' = x. This implies a v b =a v b' ~a v c' = 
x; a contradiction. 
Replacing the universal quantifiers by existential quantifiers in parts (b) and (c) of the 
proposition above leads us to two new classes of the atomistic lattices: 
An atomistic lattice L is a d-lattice if for every independent set I of atoms of L there 
exists an atom a E I and a coatom b E L such that VeE 1 -a c ~ b but a 'iif b. 
An atomistic lattice L is a c-lattice (a clutter-lattice) if for all a E L and for every 
B ~A(a) such that VeEB c =a there is an atom c' E A(a)- B and an independent subset 
C of B such that C u c' is not independent. 
If we look at the four examples stated earlier it is easy to verify that only lattices 2 
and 4 are c-lattices and only lattices 3 and 4 are d-lattices. 
It is clear that every geometric lattice is both a c-lattice and a d-lattice. Example 4, 
however, assures us that the converse is not always true. We can state then the following 
definition: An atomistic lattice Lis semigeometric if Lis both a c-lattice and a d-lattice. 
2. CLUTTERS AND LATTICES 
Let M(E) be a clutter. The family of all flats of M can be ordered by inclusion. We 
can define the meet- and join-operations A A B and A v B for all flats A, B of M by 
AA B=AnB and Av B=AuB. 
LEMMA 2.1. If A, B are two flats of M then An B is also a flat of M. 
PROOF. Straightforward. 
If there is a flat C of M such that C ~ A and C ~ B then, of course, C ~ An B. Hence 
the operation An B is well-defined. Again, if for some flat C of M, C 2 A and C 2 B 
then C = C 2 Au B, i.e. A v B is well-defined. Thus we have a lattice structure L(M) on 
the family of all flats of M. In general this lattice does not have to be atomistic; if, for 
example, M = ({1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3, 4}) on E ={1, 2, 3, 4} then the lattice L(M) is as in the 
diagram: 
It is, however, easy to see that if M is a symmetric clutter (for definition see [3], section 
3) then L(M) is an atomistic lattice with EI- as the set of atoms. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let M(E) be a symmetric clutter such that for every independent set 
B ~ E which is a subset of some A EM there is an element b of B such that be B- b. Then 
L(M) is a c-lattice. 
PROOF. Suppose a E L(M) and a= v~=l ei for some subset B = {el, ... ' ej} ~A( a). 
Then, in M, A(a) is a flat and B=A(a). If A(a)- B ~ 0 then there is e E A(a)-Band 
A E J:1 such that e E A~ B u e. Then e E A- e in M, which means that in L(M) (V fEA-ef) A 
e ~ 0. By the assumption, A- e is independent in L(M) and, since A is dependent, the 
condition in the definition of a c-lattice is satisfied. 
ExAMPLE. Let M = ({1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}) onE= {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Here 
M is a simple clutter but L(M) is not a c-lattice: 
~ 
I 
in L(M) 5 ~ 1 v 2 v 3 v 4 but if A is a subset of {1, 2, 3, 4} which is independent in L(M) 
then Au {5} is still independent in L(M). 
LEMMA 2.2. For any simple clutter M, every independent set of atoms of L(M) is 
independent in M. 
PROOF. Straightforward. 
With any clutter N(E) we can associate another clutter M(E) such that N = J(M). 
~ N 
This follows easily from the fact that J(M) = b0(M); we just take M = b0(N). 
Let L be an atomistic lattice with the atom set E. Maximal, independent in L subsets 
of E can be considered as maximal independent sets of a ~lut;er M on E. This defines 
a clutter M(L) on E with I(M(L)) = G(l), i.e. M(L) = b0 ( G(l)). We notice that M(L) 
is a simple clutter. 
LEMMA 2.3. If a E L then A(a) is a flat of M(L). 
PROOF. Easy. 
In general it is not true that, given an atomistic lattice L0 , L( M ( L0 )) o:= L0 • As an 
example we can take the lattice L 0 in the diagram: 
is not a c-lattice while the associated clutter M(L0 ) is a matroid. 
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The situation is different when L0 is a c-lattice. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If L0 is a c-lattice then L(M(L0 )) =L0 • 
PROOF. Because of Lemma 2.3 it is enough to show that if A is a flat of M(L0 ) then, 
for a= VeeA e, A(a)= A. If it is not true then there is an element bE A(a)- A and an 
independent in L0 subset A' of A such that b u A' is not independent. Hence b u A' is 
not independent in M(L0 ) and then bE A'£; A= A; a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (a): For every simple clutter M BE B(M) ifand only ifB E B(L(M)). 
(b): For every c-lattice L BE B(L) if and only if BE B(M(L)). 
PROOF. (A) Follows from the definition of B(M) ([3], section 1) and Lemma 1.1. 
(b): This follows from (a) and Proposition 2.2. 
Let M 1 = M(L(M0 )). One could expect that the converse relation to Proposition 2.2 
holds, i.e. M 1 =M 0 , especially as, by Proposition 2.3, we have B(M1) = B(M0 ). This is, 
however, not true: consider M 0 = ({1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 4}). We get M 1 = U2,4 • 
We can however prove the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose M0(E) is a symmetric clutter and Mb(E') is the associated 
simple clutter. Then there is a c-lattice L such that M b =M (L) ifand only ifM 0 is a c-clutter. 
(For definition of a c-clutter see [3], section 3.) 
PROOF. (=>): If A= {e~o ... , em} is independent in M0 (E) then A'= {{e1}, ••• , {em}} 
is independent in Mb(E') (by Lemma 3.3 in [3]). Now, Mb(E') =M(L) for some c-lattice 
L, hence A' is an independent set of atoms of L. Thus, for some ordering of elements, 
say {e1}, ... , {em}, we have (V~=I {e1}) A-re;:J = 6 for j = 1, ... , m -1. In particular we 
get (V;:~ 1 {eJ)A{em}=6, hence {em}e{{e1}, ... ,{em-1}} in Mb(E'). Then erne 
{e~o ... , em_1} in M0(E), i.e. em e A- em. 
(¢=): First we show that the assumption in this part of the Proposition implies that 
M0(E) is a symmetric clutter and then we may assume that M0(E) is a simple clutter. 
For nonsimple clutter the proof is much the same but we have to consider classes of 
EI- instead of elements of E. 
If{a,b}EM0 and auAEM0 for some A£;E-{a,b} then consider B=buA. Since 
a E A then bE B- b =A. If b ;C e E B we have a E B-e, hence A£; B-e and then e E B-e. 
Thus B is not independent. Minimality of B is forced by minimality of au A. Hence 
BE M 0 and M 0 is symmetric. 
Suppose now that M0 is a simple clutter. From Lemma 2.2 we know that every 
independent set of atoms in L(M0 ) is an independent set in M0 • Thus it is sufficient to 
show the converse, because then we can conclude that M 0 =M (L(M 0)) and, by Proposi­
tion 2.1, L(M0 ) is a c-lattice. So let A={e~o ... , em} be independent in M 0 • Then there 
is an element in A, say e~o such that e1 e A- e1 • Hence (V;:2 eJ A e1 = 6 in L(M0 ). Now, 
A- e1 is independent in M 0 so there is again an element in A- e1 , say e2 , such that 
e2 e A-{e~o e2}. In L(M0 ) it means that (V ;:3 e;) A e2 = 6. We can continue this process 
and finally, after m steps, we deduce that A is independent in L(M0 ) with the relation 
(*)from Section 1 satisfied in permutation 1r=(m, m-1, ... 1,). 
REMARK. As follows from the proof, the implification (=>)is valid for any clutter M 
which is equal M(L0 ) for some atomistic, not necessarily c-, lattice L0 • Hence 
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CoROLLARY 2.1. If M :::= M(L) for some atomistic lattice L then M is a c-clutter. 
CoROLLARY 2.2. The correspondence between atomistic lattices and simple clutters, as 
described above, is a bijection between the class of all c-lattices and the class of all simple 
c-clutters. 
Finally we show for semimatroids and semigeometric lattices the result similar to 
Corollary 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. (1) If M 0 is a semimartroid then L(M0 ) is a semigeometric lattice. 
(2) If L 0 is a semigeometric lattice then M(L0 ) is a simple semimatroid. 
(3) The correspondence between a semigeometric lattice L 0 and the semimatroid M(L0 ) 
on the set of atoms of L 0 is a bijection between the class of semigeometric lattices and the 
class of simple sematroids, i.e. 
(a) L(M(L0 )) :::= L0 , and 
(b) M(L(M0 )) :::=Mo. 
PROOF. (1): We must show that L(M0 ) is a d-lattice. First we assume that M 0 is 
simple. Coatoms of L(M0 ) are exactly the hyperplanes of M0 . If I is an independent set 
of atoms in L(M0 ) then I is independent in M 0 (Lemma 2.2). Proposition 3.1 in [3] says 
that there is an e E I and a hyperplane H of M 0 such that H n I= I- e. In the terms of 
L(M 0) it means that there is an atom e and coatom H such that for all e' E I- e e',;;; H, 
but e ~H. In the other words L(M0 ) is ad-lattice. If M 0 is not simple the proof is almost 
the same; the only difference is that the atoms of L(M 0 ) are the classes of E I-. By 
Lemma 3.3 in [3], if I= {{e1}, ••• , {em}} is an independent set of atoms in L(M0 ) then 
any choice of representatives e' E "[eJ, i = 1, ... , m, gives a set I'= {e~, ... , e;,} indepen­
dent in M 0 • 
(2): From earlier discussion we know that M(L0 ) is a simple clutter. Proposition 2.2 
says that there is a one-to-one correspondence between flats of M(L0 ) and elements of 
L 0 • Thus hyperplanes of M (L 0 ) are exactly of the form A(b) for coatoms bE L 0 • 
Independent sets in M(L0 ) are independent in L 0 • The required result follows on using 
Proposition 3.1 of [3] together with the interpretation of the semigeometric property for 
clutters. 
(3): Every simple semimatroid is a simple c-clutter. Hence, by Corollary 2.2, we have 
L(M(L0 )) :::= L0 and M(L(M0 )) :::= M0 • 
3. CLUTIERS AND FINITE LATIICES 
In Section 2 we have been mainly interested in the relationship between some classes 
of clutters and some classes of finite atomistic lattices. It was mentioned that there are 
clutters M for which the lattice of flats L(M) is not atomistic. It is perhaps a rather 
unexpected result but it is not difficult to show that every finite lattice is a lattice of flats 
of some clutter. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For every finite lattice L (not necessarily atomisitc) there is a finite 
set E and a clutter M = M(E) such that L:::= L(M). 
PROOF. Let a0 , ••• , an be all elements of L where a0 = 0and an= i. We may skip the 
trivial case and assume that n > 1. Moreover we assume that a0 , ••• , an are given in such 
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an order that (1) there is a number k, 0 < k < n, such that ai is an atom of L if and only 
if 0 < i,;; k and (2) if ai < aj in L then i <j. 
For every i, k < i,;; n, let ni be the number of elements of L which are covered by ai. 
(a) Construction of E and M(E): Let E be a set with n+2L~=k+J ni elements E= 
{b!> ... ' bn} u u~=k+J {cil' di!' Cjz, di2• ... ' Cin,, dinJ. The subsets of E defining M(E) fall 
apart into two classes: 
Class one: For every i, k< i,;; n, assume ai covers ail, ... , ain,· For every j, 1 ,;;j,;; ni, 
let the three sets {bi, ci;}, {bi> dij} and {bi,• cij, dij} be in M. 
Class two: For every pair ai, aj E L such that i <j but ai ~ aj assume that a1 = ai v aj. 
Let then {bi> b;, b1} be in M(E). 
It is obvious that the collection of subsets of E constructed in this way is a clutter 
which is non-symmetric. 
(b) Verification that L=L(M): For every flat F of M let i(F)=max{i: biEF}. We 
show that the function /(F)= ai(F) is an isomorphism between L(M) and L. 
We begin with an observation. If bi E F for some i, 0 < i,;; n, and aj < ai in L for some 
j, 0 <j < i, then bj E F. To see this it is enough to show that bj E F if ai covers aj in L. But 
this follows from the construction of sets in the class one. 
Suppose F1, F2 are two different flats of M and i(F1) = i(F2). Let i0 = 
max {i: bi E F1- F2}. Hence for every i> i0 , bi E F1=>bi E F2. If aj covers aio in L and 
aj,;; ai(F,) then, by the observation above, bj E F1and j > i0 • Hence bj E F2 and thus, again 
by the observation, bio E F2; a contradiction to the definition of i0 • Hence bi E F1 if and 
only if bi E F2. If now, for some i, k < i,;; n, and some j, 1,;; j,;; ni, cij or dij belongs to F1 
then bi E F1. Thus bi> cij and dij belong to F1and F2. So F1= F2; a contradiction. Hence 
f is injective. 
Let aio E L. Consider the flat F = {bio}M. It is easy to see, from the construction of M(E), 
that i(F) = i0 • Hence /(F)= aio. It means that f is surjective. 
If F1, F2are two flats of M then, to complete the proof, we must show that/(F1v F2) = 
/(F1) v /(Fz) and /(F111 F2) = /(F1) 11/(F2). Let i(F1) = i1 and i(F2) = i2. Put aj = ai, v ai,· 
Then of course bj E F1v F2. Hence i(F1v F2) ";3 j. Since F1= {biJM and F2 = {biJM then 
F = F1v F2= { bi,, bi,}M and i1, i2,;; j since ai,, ai,,;; aj in L. 
When closing { bi,, bi,} in M let bio be the first of bis from F such that aio ~ aj in L. bio 
is 'reached' from a set from class one or class two. If it is reached from a set { bio, c,13 , d,13 } 
then b, must have already been in the closure and a, covers aio in L. But a, ,;; ah thus 
aio,;; aj in L. If bio is reached from a set of class two it means that {bio, b,, b13 } EM' for 
some a < f3 < i0 • But a, ,;; aj and a 13 ,;; aj since they have already been in the closure. Thus 
aio = a, v a13 ,;; aj in L; a contradiction. Hence for all bi belonging to F ai,;; aj, and then 
i ,;;j. It follows that i(F) ,;;j and finally i(F1v F2) = j, i.e.f(F1v F2 ) = /(F1) v /(F2). 
To see the second equality we need an observation: if bi E F, where F is a flat of M, 
then ai,;; ai(F) in L. For suppose not. Let am= ai v ai(F). Thus {bm, bi, bi(F)} EM and 
therefore bm E F. But m > i(F), hence bm e F; a contradiction. 
Back to our proof, let am=ai,llai,· It is clear that bmEFIIIFz. If l=i(Fj11Fz)>m 
then b1 E F1 and b1E F2 • Hence, by the observation above, a1 ,;; ai, and a1 ,;; ai,. Thus 
a/,;; ai, II ai, =am. But, again by the observation, am,;; a~. hence a/= am, i.e. f(Fl II Fz) = 
/(F1) 11j(F2). The proof is complete. 
AN ExAMPLE. Let E = {b~> b2, b3, b4 , c3 ~> d3 ~> c4~> d4~> c42 , d42} and let M(E) = 
({b3, C31}, {b3, d31}, {b~> C3~> d31}, {b4, C41}, {b4, d41}, {bz, C41> d41}, {b4, C4z}, {b4, d4z}, 
{b3, C42 , dd, {b~> b2 , b4}, {b2, b3, b4}). The flats of M(E) are then 0, {b1}, {b2}, 
{b1, b3, c3 ~> d31} and E, hence the lattice of flats L(M) is as in the diagram: 
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If one permits infinite clutters (i.e. a family of finite, noncomparable subsets of an 
infinite set) then one can generalise the previous Proposition to every lattice L with 6 
and i. 
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